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Industry Top Trends 2020 
Utilities – Latin America 
Slowing economic growth affecting the energy growth trajectory 

What’s changed? 
Political and regulatory uncertainty will likely affect ratings. Political and 
regulatory uncertainty, especially in government concessions, currency exchange 
rate risk, and policies that often lack consistency. For example, in Mexico, 
indications that the government plans to be more involved with CFE in the 
generation sector is a different approach from the previous federal administrations, 
which left the bulk of generation to the private sector, and left CFE to focus on the 
transmission and distribution sectors.  

In Chile, the recent temporary freeze on electricity tariffs might affect single-asset 
renewable projects, we expect large conglomerates to be in a position to absorb the 
negative impact this disruption has created. Finally, in Argentina and with a newly 
elected president (Mr. Alberto Fernandez), most of the questions related to the 
utilities sector rely on whether or not the new administration will modify the system 
and how radical the change could be. We believe that Fernandez’s administration 
may seek to dilute planned tariff increases that were expected to follow CPI, 
lessening the burden on households' disposable income but hampering the 
system's operating performance. 

What to look for in the sector in 2020? 
Large privatizations. A few large state-owned players, namely Eletrobras in Brazil 
and ISA in Colombia, are in their respective government’s agenda for privatization, 
as they seek to improve their respective government's fiscal numbers.  

Development of project pipelines. Capital expenditures (capex) focused on 
deploying new capacity auctioned in the last two years. 

Price volatility. Despite regulatory incentives for a shift to non-conventional 
renewables, we observed this year that the lower economic activity across the 
region reduced the demand for energy growth. This trend has ultimately driven 
energy oversupply in markets like Peru and Chile, causing short-term volatility in 
spot prices, which we believe will continue to pressure prices in 2020. 

What are the key medium-term credit drivers? 
Renewable growth. Across the region, non-conventional renewables to grow 
steadily.  
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Ratings trends and outlook 
Utilities– Latin America 
Chart 1 

Ratings Distribution 

Chart 2 

Ratings Outlooks 

Chart 3 

Net Outlook Bias 

Source: S&P Global Ratings 
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Industry credit metrics 
Utilities – Latin America 
Chart 4 Chart 5 

Debt/EBITDA (Median, Adjusted) FFO/Debt (Median, Adjusted)

Chart 6 Chart 7 

Cash Flow And Primary Uses Return On Capital Employed

Source: S&P Global Ratings, S&P Global Market Intelligence. All figures are converted into U.S. Dollars using historic exchange rates. Forecasts are 
converted at the last financial year-end spot rate. FFO--Funds from operations. 
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Industry outlook 
Key assumptions 

1. Growth to slow across the region, driven by sluggish economies and 
uncertain political conditions 

Our base case incorporates 1.6% GDP average growth for the six largest economies in the 
region (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru) in 2020, above the 0.7% 
growth in 2019, as the most relevant demand driver for energy consumption. This growth 
is mostly driven by the expected recovery of Brazil's growth trajectory from 0.8% in 2019 
to 2.0% in 2020. 

2. Prices (contracts and spot) 

In 2019, we observed that slower economic growth across the region reduced the growth 
of energy demand. This trend ultimately led to energy oversupply in markets like Peru and 
Chile, causing short-term volatility in spot prices, and we continue to expect prices to be 
lower in 2020.  

3. Hydrology not a short-term concern 

We assume hydrology will be aligned with the track record of the last three years. 
Although we don't forecast hydrology conditions in Brazil and Colombia (where the energy 
matrix is chiefly driven by hydro plants) to return to historical levels, we don't expect a 
drought that would repeat the negative impact we observed in 2014-2016. 

In Brazil, where hydrology plays a major role in the power industry because hydro plants 
represents over half of the energy matrix, our base case assumptions consider a 
Generation Scaling Factor (GSF) of 80.0% in 2019 and 82.5% in 2020, which is slightly 
below the historical average, but not as low as during the 2014-2016 drought. We 
estimate spot prices to average R$200 per megawatt hour (MWh) in 2019, and R$ 
150/MWh in 2020.  

In Chile, where the regulated market is experiencing an energy oversupply after demand 
growth didn't materialize as expected, we estimate average spot prices of $50/MWh in 
2019 and $45/MWh in 2020. 

Differing from the rest of the region, spot prices in Colombia were affected by the delay in 
the start-up of the Ituango hydro plant after an accident at the plant early this year. The 
distribution companies were counting on the plant's additional capacity of 2.5 gigawatts 
(GW) to meet their contracted demand, and as such, have relied on the spot market to 
fulfill obligations. We estimate average spot price of COP140/MWh in 2019 and 2020. 
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Chart 8 

Electricity Spot Price Latin America ( $ per MWH) 

 
Source: S&P Global Ratings 

Key risks and opportunities 

1. Changes in the regulatory framework 

In Mexico, the government has indicated that it will pursue greater involvement in CFE in 
the generation sector, which, as noted previously, is a different approach from the 
previous federal administrations. In Chile, the recent temporary freeze on electricity 
tariffs might affect single-asset renewable projects, while we expect large conglomerates 
to be in a position to absorb the negative impact this disruption created. Finally, in 
Argentina with a newly elected president, most of the questions about utilities involve 
whether or not the new administration may seek to dilute planned tariff increases that 
were expected to follow CPI, lessening the burden on households' disposable income but 
hampering the system's operating and financial performance. 

2. Lower refinancing costs and improving FFO 

Lower basic interest rates improved from funds for operations (FFO) of utilities in both 
Brazil and Mexico in 2019, as the companies refinanced a large portion of their debt stock 
throughout the year. 

3. Steady growth in renewables 

Regulatory incentives in the region for non-conventional renewables have been driving 
wind and solar growth. In Brazil, we expect new wind and solar capacity to help expand 
the energy matrix and diversify it until 2027. Chile has a strong focus on renewable 
energy, illustrated by its regulatory target of achieving 20% of electricity from clean 
energy sources by 2025, and above 70% by 2050. Colombia executed its first long-term 
power-purchase agreement (PPA) auction for renewables, contracting 1.1GW of wind and 
solar capacity in September. Finally, in spite of regulatory challenges, Argentina is 
developing its Renovar program--which aims to grow the country's renewables--with an 
additional 259MW awarded in the third round of concessions in August 2019. 
Nevertheless, the investments are progressing more slowly than expected, considering 
that the financing is now limited. 
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Chart 9 

Brazilian Energy Matrix - Expansion plan 2019-2029 (GW) 

 
Source: EPE, PDE 2019-2029 

Country highlights 
Argentina 

We expect 2020 to be a challenging year for Argentine utilities in light of increasing 
uncertainties about the application of the existing regulatory framework in a context of 
the volatile economy, exacerbated by the higher inflation and peso depreciation.  

With a newly elected president (Mr. Alberto Fernandez), most of the questions related to 
the utilities sector rely on whether or not the new administration will modify the system 
and how radical it could be. We believe that Fernandez’s administration may seek to 
dilute planned tariff increases that were expected to follow CPI, lessening the burden on 
households' disposable income but hampering the system's operating performance.  

In any scenario of a delay in tariff increase, all the utilities’ cash flow generation will 
decrease. Nevertheless, companies that are--to some extent--more diversified (such as 
Capex, TGS, and Pampa Energia) will be better positioned to deal with the changes. 
Distribution companies will be the most affected in this scenario, likely having significant 
cash deficits in 2020.  

Brazil 

We expect that utility companies will continue to take advantage of the lower interest 
rates in Brazil and strong appetite in the domestic capital markets to refinance their debt 
maturities at lower costs and improve their debt maturity profile and, therefore, their 
financial flexibility. In 2019, the Brazilian utilities issued almost R$20 billion in local 
debentures, taking advantage of the prevailing historic-low low inflation and basic 
interest rates. For 2020, we estimate an additional R$30 billion of aggregate refinancing. 

In addition, we believe the main development in terms of mergers and acquisitions (M&A) 
relates to the potential privatization of Eletrobras – Centrais Eletricas Brasileiras S.A. 
that could take occur in 2020. In addition, some state-owned utility companies could also 
be privatized in the next few years, which could bring new opportunities for a further 
consolidation of the sector. 

As the country gradually recovers from the 2014-2017 recession, the pipeline of new 
capacity remains modest, with the two new energy auctions performed this year totaling 
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3.4 GW in new capacity, equivalent to a 2% capacity increase until 2025. This new 
generation will require over R$12 billion in investments in the next six years. In the 
transmission segment, a new 2,470 km auction is scheduled for December 2019, which 
will require approximately R$4 billion in capex, on top of the R$19 billion investment 
required to construct the combined 9,717 km of transmission lines auctioned in 2018.  

Chile 

Most of the players in Chile have been focusing on growing their renewable capacity to 
remain competitive in the country’s changing energy environment. Nevertheless, we 
continue to expect their debt levels to remain conservative, indicated by an average net 
debt to EBITDA of approximately 2x in 2019 and 2020. 

Chile is focusing on renewable energy, illustrated by its target of achieving 20% of 
electricity from clean energy sources by 2025, and above 70% by 2050. In this context, 
certain customers--mainly mining companies--have started to prioritize low-carbon 
intensive sources. As a result, during 2019, we saw generators renegotiate some 
contracts with unregulated clients. The renegotiations also included the shifting of the 
price indexation to the CPI from coal prices and the inability to pass through potential 
carbon tax increases. 

Contracts with regulated clients also suffered a price downward revision. In particular, 
the government recently announcement that the 9.2% increase in electricity tariffs that 
was applicable since October this year has been voided. The tariff freeze applies until the 
end of next year and includes specifically the generation component of the electricity bill. 
For now, the transmission and distribution components are out of the scope of the ruling. 
We expect, in all possible cases, a marginally lower-than-expected cash flow generation 
in 2020. Nevertheless, the generators will receive the compensation from 2021 onwards 
when the electricity tariff will remain stable, instead of decreasing, as already 
established due to the entrance of renewable capacity.  

We continue to forecast relatively low spot prices. In the past two years, they averaged 
$40-$50/megawatt hour (MWh) from about $100/MWh historical average, and we think 
it's highly unlikely that they would return to the historical range. Besides the expansion of 
renewables, the installation of several base-load thermoelectric plants (coal and]gas) 
and the expansion of transmission systems also contributed to the price decrease.  

Colombia 

Although some steps behind its Latin American neighbors, Colombia has made its first 
non-conventional renewable auction, resulting in eight wind and solar projects awarded 
that total 1,186 MW, with average prices of COP95,650/kWh (about $28/MWh). Those 
projects will represent about 5% of the country’s electricity matrix once operational, and 
will help diversify the country’s electricity matrix, which is currently about 70% hydro-
based, and could also reduce the impact of the dry El Niño seasons. 

In our view, the low prices for renewables are similar to the prices throughout the region. 
In addition to the technological advancement of equipment that's reducing the 
investments required, demand for electricity is growing more slowly, which results in 
some mismatches between electricity supply and demand and thus lower prices. 

We'll continue monitoring the evolution of hydroelectric plant Ituango’s construction, 
which has been delayed for several years. A further delay in the start of operations for the 
2,456 MW plant could push spot prices upwards in the next few years. In addition, the 
potential sale of the government's stake in Interconexion Electrica S.A. E.S.P. is on our 
radar, because we believe the Colombian government is willing to sell some of its 
companies to prevent a fiscal slippage.  
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Mexico 

Although state-owned utility CFE has yet to announce its 2019-2024 business plan, there 
are clear indications that the government plans for the company to be more involved in 
the electricity market, specifically in the generation sector. The goal of the new 
administration is that the state-owned company drives the country's energy strategy. 

In terms of new capacity over the next 12 to 24 months, we expect that most will come 
from combined cycle plants from private companies and CFE, mainly taking advantage of 
the upcoming and already in place pipeline network in Mexico. We expect CFE's new 
capacity of this type of energy to be about 6,500 MW for the next 12 to 24 months. 
Additionally, we expect new renewable generation will come from private companies in 
the next year or two, with little participation of CFE.  

Peru 

We continue to expect low spot prices (at around $40/ MW in 2020 and 2021 from $45 and 
$43 in 2017 and 2018, respectively), considering that demand did not grow as expected, 
while new capacity entered the market.  

This report does not constitute a rating action. 
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